We study the temperature dependence (77 K -475 K) of the longitudinal resistivity and Hall coefficient of thin films (thickness 20 nm) of three dimensional topological Dirac semimetal Na 3 Bi grown via molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The temperature-dependent Hall coefficient is electron-like at low temperature, but transitions to hole-like transport around 200 K. We develop a model of a Dirac band with electron-hole asymmetry in Fermi velocity and mobility (assumed proportional to the square of Fermi velocity) which explains well the magnitude and temperature dependence of the Hall resistivity. We find that the hole mobility is about 7 times larger than the electron mobility. In addition, we find that the electron mobility decreases significantly with increasing temperature, suggesting electron-phonon scattering strongly limits the room temperature mobility.
1
Research into two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) Dirac materials in condensed matter physics has attracted much interest since the experimental isolation of graphene [1, 2] . Na 3 Bi is a topological Dirac semimetal (TDS) with stable 3D Dirac points separated form the Γ point along the k z axis in its 1st Brillouin zone which has a linear band dispersion in all three momentum space directions [3, 4] . The behavior of Dirac fermions in 3D opens up the possibility to study phenomena such as the chiral anomaly [5, 6] ; thin films geometry offers the opportunity to study ambipolar electronic devices [7] , electron-hole pudding [8] , along with the theoretical prediction of opening a band gap in excess of 300 meV in monolayer films [9] and a topological phase transition between trivial and non-trivial insulator that occurs at varying thickness or with applied electric field [10, 11] .
Recently, Na 3 Bi thin films grown on sapphire and silicon dioxide substrates have been studied at low temperature (5 K) to reveal electron doped films with carrier mobility in excess of 6000 cm 2 V −1 s −1 and a Hall carrier density lower than 1.0 × 10 18 cm −3 [12] . Modulation of the carrier density via molecular doping (sapphire) [13] or backgate (SiO 2 ) [7] has been used to reach the charge neutrality point.
Yet little is known about the temperature dependent transport properties of Na 3 Bi thin films. Such information is crucial for low-doped films, to understand whether the close approach to the Dirac point is limited by spatial variations in the Fermi energy E F due to disorder [14] [15] [16] or thermal excitation. In graphene on SiO 2 , the magnitude of the fluctuations is on order 100 meV, with characteristic Fermi temperatures
K, where k B is the Boltzmann constant [14] . Hence most experiments are performed in the regime T ≪ T F , where thermal excitation of electron-hole pairs near the Dirac point is generally unimportant. Cleaner graphene has enabled a closer approach to the Dirac point and observation of new physics in the regime T ≥ T F [17, 18] . Due to better electronic screening in 3D, spatial fluctuations in Fermi energy in 3D TDS are expected to be much smaller for a comparable disorder. Indeed, low fluctuations in E F of 4 ∼ 6 meV = 40 ∼ 70 K were observed in thin film Na 3 Bi, suggesting the regime T ≥ T F is experimentally accessible [8] .
Here we measure the temperature-dependent longitudinal resistivity ρ xx (T ) and Hall coefficient R H (T ) of low-doped thin-film Na 3 Bi. R H (T ) is negative (n-type) at low temperature, relatively temperature-independent, and reflects a carrier density of 1.0-1.3 × 10 19 cm −3 which changes with thermal annealing of the thin film. On raising the temperature, R H transitions to positive (p-type), and at the highest temperatures shows a magnitude and temperature dependence independent of annealing conditions. We explain the results using a simple model based on the two-carrier transport of electrons and holes, with an asymmetry in electron and hole Fermi velocity and hence mobility (assumed proportional to the square of Fermi velocity). The model indicates a ratio of electron to hole velocity (mobility) of 0.37 (0.14). The higher velocity and mobility for holes is unusual for a conventional semiconductor but reasonable for the inverted bands of a TDS.
A major practical obstacle in the study of Na 3 Bi thin films is their extreme reactivity to ambient. We avoid this problem by using a home built mini molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) chamber, specifically equipped for measurement of temperature-and magnetic fielddependent transport properties of thin films grown via MBE in a Hall bar geometry defined in-situ using a stencil mask [19] . Film growth was performed on an atomically flat insulating R H is negative) with R H weakly dependent on temperature between 77-175 K, but dependent on annealing conditions. The pre-annealed sample (red) shows R H saturated at about −24 m 2 C −1 at 77 K corresponding to a Hall carrier density of −2.6 × 10 13 cm −2 , while the post-annealed sample (blue) shows
. Upon raising the temperature R H becomes hole-like (i.e. R H is positive) below room temperature with a n-p transition temperature that varies for the pre-annealed and post-annealed sample. At the highest temperatures, R H becomes independent of annealing condition and decreases with temperature. Figure 1(b) shows the temperature-dependent longitudinal resistivity. At high temperature, the pre-annealed and post-annealed films show very similar resistivity, and the negative slope is typical of semiconductors in which thermal activation of carriers dominates the temperature-dependent resistivity. At low temperature, the pre-annealed film (exhibiting higher low-temperature carrier density) shows lower resistivity with metallic temperature dependence, while the post-annealed film shows higher 3 resistivity and semiconducting behavior.
A perfectly electron-hole symmetric Dirac band should not exhibit such a temperaturedependent n-p transition. We therefore consider a simplified model of an asymmetric band by introducing an asymmetry of the Fermi velocity, v e in the conduction band and v h in the valence band. We assume v h = 2.43 × 10 5 m·s −1 which is the geometric mean value of the Fermi velocities in all three directions (k x , k y and k z ) from ARPES experiments [4] . We further assume that the ratio of electron to hole mobility is proportional to the square of the ratio of Fermi velocities [20] , resulting in a single asymmetry parameter:
In the experiment, the sample is electron-like at low temperature and a low Fermi energy is inferred. As the temperature becomes comparable to the Fermi temperature, thermal activation of holes becomes important. The fact that R H switches sign is difficult to understand unless the holes have higher mobility, e.g. b < 1. Hence we assumed an electron-hole mobility ratio b ∈ (0, 1). 
As the temperature increases, thermal activation is governed by Fermi-Dirac statistic which gives the electron and hole concentrations
where Li 3 (x) is the Polylogarithm of order three. These quantities are subject to the addition 4 constraint of charge density conservation, n(T ) = N E F + p(T ). When T < T F (see Figure   2 (c)), the electron distribution in the conduction band is broadened while there are few holes generated in the valence band and the transport is still dominated by electrons. At a higher temperature T > T F (Figure 2(d) ), holes contribute more to current with further thermal excitation. Therefore, it is clear that even though the sample remains net electron doped, holes may dominate the transport if the hole mobility is much larger than the electron mobility. We note that R H (T ) depends only on the ratio of mobilities b, which we assume is constant, while ρ xx (T ) carries information about the magnitude of the mobilities. Hence, because our model predicts the electron and hole concentrations, we can also extract the temperature-dependent mobility from the ρ xx (T ). Figure 4 shows the electron mobility as a function of temperature on a log-log scale for the pre-annealed (red) and post-annealed (blue) film. It is clear that for both cases µ e saturates in the low-temperature range T < 175 K and decrease between 175 K < T < 475 K. In the highest temperature range T > 275 K, the mobility is independent of annealing conditions. The temperature dependence is strong,
with µ e ∼ T a with a ∈ [2, 4].
We consider two possible causes of the temperature-dependent mobility: temperaturedependent screening of static disorder, and electron-phonon scattering. Temperaturedependent screening in a 3D TDS is expected to give a conductivity σ ∼ T 4 at high temperature T > T F [21] , while the total carrier density goes as n(T ) + p(T ) ∼ T 3 . Hence 5 the mobility is expected to increase with increasing temperature, in contradiction to our findings. Thus we conclude that electron-phonon scattering dominates the temperature dependent mobility in our samples. This explains our observation of R H , ρ xx and µ e independent of Fermi energy and disorder at high temperature, which is expected in the regime T > T F where the carrier density is dominated by thermal activation, if the mobility is dominated by electron-phonon scattering (i.e. independent of disorder). Surprisingly the mobility in this regime is only ∼ 300 cm 2 /Vs at room temperature, much lower than other Dirac systems limited by electron-phonon scattering [22, 23] . The low mobility magnitude and strong temperature dependence may imply that low-frequency optical phonon modes in Na 3 Bi are important scatterers [24] . The strong electron-phonon scattering also indicates that lower temperatures and Fermi energies are needed to observe effects of temperaturedependent screening.
In summary, we have demonstrated that Na 3 Bi thin films display a temperature dependent n-p transition, where the films are n-type at low temperature (< 175 K) and p-type at room temperature. This n-p transition was accurately modeled by using a simplified Dirac band structure with higher hole band Fermi velocity than that of the electron band and an assumption of hole mobility 7 times greater than the electron mobility. A similar mobility asymmetry was also recently inferred from gated-tuned Na 3 Bi transport measurements [7] in good agreement with our results. Thermal activation in an asymmetric Dirac band also likely explains the n-p transition in low-doped bulk Na 3 Bi crystals [5] . Our study allows us to extract the temperature dependence of electron mobility which decreases strongly with increasing temperature which we interpret as due to strong electron-phonon scattering, limiting the mobility to ∼ 300 cm 2 /Vs at room temperature. 
